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BEFORE WE START....
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             Where are we starting?  Put your name in the box. 
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WHAT 'S  NOT  TO  LOVE?

WHY EXPLORE 
PRINTING?

INSPIRATION    SKILLS       KNOWLEDGE



INTRODUCTION

TO  

Materials and Tools

EXPLORE
AND

DISCOVER

TOOLS

Junk, stamping pads,
rollers, natural materials,
blocks and stamps,
including home-made.

Non traditional: cars, toys,
lego etc.

MATERIALS

Pressprint, Polystyrene
board, stamps, stencils,
perspex, sponge, printing
ink, ready mix paint.
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EXPLORE AND
DISCOVER?

PROCESS OR
PRODUCT?
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PRESS  PRINT

DRAWING  ON

POLYSTYRENE

Draw design by hand or trace from
image overlay.

USE  ONE  MOTION  

Get the children to practice on a
scrap piece first to get a feel for it.
Dragging action with pencil is best.

L INES  ARE  INTENTIONAL

Use drawing first to get initial
indentation.

LOOK - DRAW-LOOK -DRAW -LOOK -DRAW
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STAMPING  PADS

BOUGHT  OR  MADE

Create layers and compositions.

FOCUS  ON  THE  SUBJECT

Dont worry too much about getting it
right first time. provide lots of
newsprint for experimentation before
attempting your finished piece. 

STAY  IN  'EXPERIMENT  AND

DEVELOP '  ZONE .

Evaluating through mini plenaries will
help share some common errors and
support development. 
Eg: amount of paint will affect the
outcome.
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MONOPRINTS

ENERGETIC  ACTIONS

FUN  

QUICK  RESULTS

But not careless!

GO  LARGE ! !  OR  TRY  LARGER

Try and see the whole shape rather
that worry about ant details and get a
rough shape, a quick, sketchy
impression of the composition. 

MAKE  MISTAKES .  

Just keep going until you like what
you see. Build up layers with different
colours for shadows and detail.

LOOK - DRAW-LOOK -DRAW -LOOK -DRAW
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PLAYING  WITH  STENCILS

EXPLORE  POSATIVE  AND

NEGATIVE  SPACE

Experiment to find out how the picture
is light or dark/ printed or masked.

PLAY  WITH  RESISTANT

'MASKING .  

Try and experiment with vinyls, cut
shaped, masking tapes or tacked
on pieces.

PLAY  WITH  REPEATED

PATTERN

Experiment with playing with the
different ways of combining your print
and link with ICT.

LOOK - DRAW-LOOK -DRAW -LOOK -DRAW



FACILITATIN
G OR
TEACHING?

INTRODUCE  MATERIALS

We are promoting
exploration, individuality, originality. 

WHAT  IS  GOOD?

Use plenty of evaluation
opportunities for everyone to say
what you like, notice and wonder?

FACIL ITATING  DEVELOPMENT

You don't have to be 'good' at art
to be an amazing facilitator of
creativity. Give the children enough
space to allow them to own control
and exploration.
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"You can teach art un-creatively or
teach other subjects creatively."
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THROUGH  VISUAL  ARTS  WE

ARE  TEACHING  THESE

CREATIVE  HABITS .

These approaches can be
transferred and support active
learning in other subjects across
the curriculum. 
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CREATIVE  HABITS
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THROUGH
VISUAL
ARTS

What habit have you developed
today?

Inquisitive  

Collaborative 

Persistant 

Disciplined 

Imaginative

What 3 things have you learnt?


